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Our Products
For Knits: 100% cotton,100% cotton mercerized, cotton blends like
cotton mix with polyester, cotton mix with viscose, cotton mix with
spandex.
Our products incorporate the changing trends and also take into account
the speciﬁc requirements of the customers. Best known for quality and
design aesthetics, our garments also reﬂect the apt color preferences of
the customers.
Products speak volumes of our quality. With our variety of products, we
have won over a vast number of clients the world over.
Our product range caters to all segments – Mens, Ladies and Children –
across all age groups. Special thrust is laid on the versatile in stretch
wears for ladies and kids styles.
We keep pace with the changing trends in the fashion industry, with an
innovative array of designs.
We ensure that our customers have a wide assortment of products to
choose from ladies & men's casual night wears, Men's t-shirts, Men's
pyjama, Men's hooded t-shirts, Boy's pyjama, Kid's wear, Romper, Etc.
constitute our collection of products.

Our Markets:

Our Ranges:

USA
Europe
India

Infants = 30%
Kids = 30%
Mens = 15%
Ladies = 25%

= 30%
= 30%
= 40%
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Knitting:

We are well equipped with advanced and high speed circular knitting
machine and ﬂat knit machine. In our circular knitting machine we are able to
do both plain and yarn dyed to meet the requirements of our customers.
The Knitting Unit has imported sophisticated high- speed circular knitting
machines, which can knit a full range from jersey to several advanced
designs. An imported ﬂat knitting machine produces quality knitted collar
material.

Fabric:

Single Jersey, 2therad and 3therad ﬂeece, Pique, Honeycomb,1x1 rib ,2x2
rib, Interlock, Waﬄe and All Kind of Lycra Jerseys. 10 color's Auto stripes and
Feeder Stripes.
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Dyeing & Finishing:

Soft ﬂow machines are used for the bleaching and color dyeing of knitted
cloth. Eco- Friendly dyes are used. A balloon – padding machine is used to
extract water. To make the process quicker, a relax drier is also available.
Macbeth system is used for color matching. Color kitchen is used to get the
best color accuracy.

Compac ng:

The washed and laundered cloth is then sent through the compacting
machine to control shrinkage. An excellent process for controlling our fabric
shrinkage with the help of the Tubetex tubular, open width compacting
machine to meet the customer requirement.
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Prin ng:

This division takes care of the requirements of printing on knitted fabric as
well as garments. The printing can be done in a number of colors, qualities
and various eﬀects as per buyer's speciﬁcations. Eco friendly dyes are used.
Prints - Pigment, reactive high density, ﬂock, puﬀ, and transfer prints. Use of
eco-friendly colors and chemicals.

Embroidery:

We have automatic high speed Japanese Barudan Embroidery machines
with 20 heads capable of making any kind of color embroidery appliqué and
badges.
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Produc on Unit:

The production line at the factory is installed with all types of imported sewing
machines. A centralized cutting unit ensures speed & consistent quality and
includes band knife cutting. A separate unit factory for knitted garments has
full ﬂedged facilities to manufacture a wide range of knitted garments for men,
women and children to meet international standards. The products
manufactured include T-Shirts, Trousers, Shorts etc.
MACHINE CAPACITY
FLATLOCK MACHINES
(SIRUBA-2008)
OVERLOCK MACHINES
(SIRUBA-2008)
SINGLE NEEDLE MACHINES
(SIRUBA-2008)

1ST Unit

II ND Unit

TOTAL

8 NOS

5 NOS

13 NOS

13 NOS

10 NOS

23 NOS

20 NOS

15 NOS

35 NOS

LAY CUTTING MACHINE

1 NOS

1 NOS

02 NOS

RIB CUTTING VENUS
(IMPORTED)

1 NOS

1 NOS

02 NOS

PRESS BUTTON MACHINE

2 NOS

2 NOS

04 NOS

1 NOS

-

01 NOS

6 NOS
8 NOS
6 NOS
5 NOS
7.5 HP
62.5 KV

2 NOS
6 NOS
2 NOS
1NOS

08 NOS
14 NOS
08 NOS
06 NOS

STAIN REMOVING
MACHINE
CUTTING TABLE
CHECKING TABLE
IRONING TABLE (BOILER)
PACKING TABLE
COMPRESSOR
GENERATOR (POWETICA)

(WITH SAFETY ALARM FEASIBILITIES)
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Contact us:
Head Oﬃce:
Lovelilac Lifestyles,
262B, Kara angadu,
Dharapuram road,
Tirupur-641604.
Tamilnadu.
India.
Factory Adddress:
Lovelilac Lifestyles,
Shed No.68, SIDCO Industrial estate,
Ganapathipalayam, Palladam,
Tirupur,
Tamilnadu.
India.
Reach Us @:
Mobile
Telephone
Email
Website

: +91 958 555 3055
: +91 421 4252792
: mnprasath@gmail.com
: www.lovelilac.com

Bank Details:
The South Indian Bank Limited,
Palladam Branch, Tirupur -641664.
India.
A/c No.
: 0662083000000014
Swift Code
: SOININ55338
IFSC Code
: SIBL0000662
IE Code: 3215025426

